The matching of a vaned diffuser with a centrifugal impeller is examined with a one-dimensional (1D) analysis combined with extensive experimental data. A matching equation is derived to define the required throat area of the diffuser relative to the throat area of the impeller at different design speeds and validated by comparison with a wide range of compressor designs. The matching equation is then used to give design guidelines for the throat area of vaned diffusers operating with impellers at different tip-speed Mach numbers.
INTRODUCTION
Centrifugal compressor stages for a wide range of applications requiring high efficiency comprise an impeller closely coupled to a vaned diffuser. The radial gap between the impeller and diffuser is usually small (between 5 and 15% of the impeller radius) and the transonic flow in this vaneless space is highly unsteady with strong spanwise and circumferential distortions. Many publications of measurements and computations in this region have much improved our understanding of the complex details of the unsteady flow and the rotor-stator interaction (see, for example, Cukurel et al. [1] , Deniz et al. [2] , Shum et al. [3] and Robinson et al. [4] ). Unfortunately, such research has not provided any clear guidelines for the engineer to select the correct size of diffuser to match with the impeller during the preliminary design nor any clear information on the penalties associated with not doing this. Some useful contributions in this area have been made by Klassen and Wood [5] , Rodgers [6] , Yoshinaka [7] , Cumpsty [8] and Tamaki et al. [9] but no simple guidelines are provided by these authors. It is a generally held view that the correct matching of a vaned diffuser with an impeller is one of the most difficult aspects of centrifugal compressor design. Cumpsty [8] even states that mismatching is far more common as a cause of poor performance with high pressure ratio machines than the details of the diffuser and impeller vane shapes.
A schematic example of two performance maps for two stages with the same impeller but with vaned diffusers of different throat areas is shown in figure 1 , based on data from ABB Turbo Systems Ltd. In this case it can be seen that the smaller diffuser leads to a design at a slightly lower flow but moves the zone of high efficiency of the map (shown as a grey area) to a higher pressure ratio on a higher speed line. In addition, the speed lines at high speed with the larger diffuser area are steeper than those with the smaller diffuser, even though they are at a lower pressure ratio. Other examples are given by Tamaki et al. [9] . The objective of this paper is to explain the physical background to this behaviour and to provide guidelines for diffuser matching and its effect on the performance map. The paper has three main parts.
Firstly, a 1D compressible flow analysis is used to derive some analytic equations to define the required area of the throat of a vaned diffuser relative to that of the impeller, A * d /A * i , so that both components can both pass the same mass flow at choke conditions. The analysis highlights the importance of the tip-speed Mach number in determining the diffuser throat area, but also identifies effects due to the impeller work coefficient, impeller inlet diameter, and efficiency. The 1D matching equations are validated with design data from a diverse range of compressor stages including gas turbine, turbocharger and industrial process compressors with tip-speed Mach numbers from 0.4 to above 2.0, giving pressure ratios in air from 1.2 to nearly 12. The matching equations are then used to extend the design guidelines of Rusch and Casey [10] to provide a simple diagram for the required throat area of the vaned diffuser at different tip-speed Mach numbers and flow coefficients.
Secondly, an analysis of performance test data for a range of turbocharger compressor stages is presented in which different matching between the diffuser and the impeller has been experimentally examined. The test data includes different impellers with different diffusers over a wide range of speeds. It is shown that the changes in non-dimensional performance characteristics with speed can be explained on the basis of a single matching parameter from the 1D theory. This parameter is called the nominal design tip-speed Mach number and is defined as the tip-speed at which both components would choke with the same mass flow.
Finally, based on this understanding, the radial compressor map prediction method of Casey and Robinson [11] is extended to include this parameter in the selection of coefficients to allow stages with matched and mismatched vaned diffusers to be predicted. Some examples of predicted and measured maps are given to demonstrate the capability of the method and to explain the trends observed. 
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MATCHING AN IMPELLER WITH A VANED DIFFUSER Equations for the impeller and diffuser choke mass flow
The choke mass flow of the impeller and that of the vaned diffuser depend directly on their respective throat areas and the local total flow conditions, whereby the relative total conditions are needed for the impeller. Due to the change of pressure and density between the inlet and outlet of the stage, it can be either the throat area of the impeller or that of the diffuser that defines the maximum mass flow on each speed line. As shown by Tamaki et al [9] , in order to provide the best performance the flow capacity of impeller and diffuser must match closely at the design Mach number.
Dixon and Hall [12] provide some one-dimensional equations that predict the maximum flow capacity of the impeller. For the case with no inlet swirl these can be rearranged to give the maximum flow coefficient when the impeller is at the choke limit, see Casey and Schlegel [14] , based on the tip-speed Mach number, M u2 , the impeller mean inlet diameter, D 1 , and the impeller throat area, A * i , as Dixon and Hall [12] also provide an equation for the maximum flow capacity of a vaned diffuser based on the total conditions at impeller exit. The impeller exit total conditions can be calculated from the work coefficient, the tip-speed Mach number and efficiency of the impeller and it is then straightforward to derive that the maximum flow coefficient when the diffuser causes choke is as follows:
where n is the polytropic exponent based on the impeller totaltotal efficiency.
Matching considerations
Based on these equations the matching of impeller and diffuser at their maximum flow capacity can be quantified by a matching coefficient  as The matching coefficient  is expected to have a value close to unity at design speed as the maximum flow and widest range achievable in a radial compressor generally occur when the diffuser and impeller choke at the same time (Rodgers [6] , Tamaki [9] ). At very high speeds with supersonic inlet flow it is also known that the peak efficiency of a blade section is at the choke condition with unique incidence and that the throat is also usually close to choke at this condition (Cumpsty [8] and Lohmberg et al. [15] ), so a matching coefficient of unity would naturally be expected if both components operate at high Mach number near their peak efficiency and are and have the same throat choke margin at the same mass flow. If the diffuser is designed for a larger flow than this then the operating range will be forfeited as the impeller chokes at a similar flow and some surge margin will be lost due to incidence at the diffuser inlet. If the diffuser is designed for a lower flow then choke flow will be lost as the diffuser will limit the maximum flow rather than the impeller and the range may be forfeited due to impeller stall.
From the equations above we can then determine an equation for the ratio of the impeller and the diffuser throat areas if both choke at the same mass flow as follows Although the equations 1 and 2 given above were published in the first edition of Dixon and Hall [12] in 1966 they have not previously been used to identify matching issues between the impeller and diffuser in the way described here. Equations based on a similar 1D gas dynamic formulation to this can be found in appendix B of Klassen and Wood [5] , in Yoshinaka [7] , and at the beginning of section 7.4 in Cumpsty [8] , whereby the latter equations are only valid for an impeller with no back-sweep. Rodgers [6] also provides a diagram (figure 8) which appears to include similar information, but insufficient details are provided to confirm this. A first examination of this equation is shown in figure 2 where the variation of the throat area ratio for a range of tip-speed Mach numbers with a variation of the impeller inlet diameter is given. Similar diagrams for the variation of efficiency and work coefficient show similar trends in that the major effect is the variation of the tip-speed Mach number, such that smaller diffuser throats are required for higher speeds, as previously shown by Rodgers [6] . Stages with a matched diffuser at the design speed but operating at higher speed will become mismatched and choke first in the impeller as the diffuser is then too large. Stages operating at lower than design speed will also be mismatched and choke first in the diffuser as the diffuser is then too small. The trend for stall is of course opposite; the smaller diffuser area will stall at a lower flow coefficient and the impeller may stall first with a large throat area ratio.
The great utility of the nominal design tip-speed Mach number is that stages operating at higher speeds than M u2d can be expected to choke in the impeller and stages operating at lower speeds than M u2d will choke first in the diffuser. A sketch showing the consequences of this is given later in the paper as figure 13 . In one sense there is really no such thing as a matched and a mismatched diffuser, there are simply diffusers
with low throat area ratios which match well at high speed and those with larger area ratios which match well at low speed, whereby both become mismatched at other speeds. In some designs it may be a deliberate choice of the designer to match the stage at low speeds to favour the part-speed performance at the expense of the high-speed performance.
Fig. 2 Variation of diffuser to impeller throat area ratio for a variation in tip-speed Mach number and different mean impeller inlet diameters

Comparison with test data
Data has been collected for a wide range of compressor stages in the open literature together with extensive proprietary data from the authors' and other companies (see the acknowledgements for details of the sources of data). For reasons of confidentiality and the limited space no geometrical details of these compressor stages may be provided here. This database includes operational gas turbine, turbocharger and industrial process compressors with tip-speed Mach numbers ranging from 0.4 to 2.1, giving pressure ratios in air from 1.2 to 12. It includes a diverse range of different impeller types (variation in backsweep, splitters and no splitters, open and shrouded impellers) and a diversity of diffuser types (wedge, airfoil, and circular arc vanes). As these cases have been taken from multiple sources they also include different design philosophies for the selection of the throat area.
This data has been used to examine the utility of equation 4 as a preliminary design tool to estimate the required diffuser throat area relative to that of the impeller throat. The predictions of equation 4 compared with the geometric design throat areas of these cases are shown in figure 3 . In this comparison the impeller inlet diameter (D 1 ) is taken as the arithmetical mean of the diameter ratios of the inducer hub (D 1h ) and tip (D 1t ) and the matching coefficient  is taken as unity. Using the r.m.s. inlet diameter gives slightly less good agreement. The tip-speed Mach number used in equation 4 for this comparison has been taken as that of the design conditions, as provided by the engineers who supplied the data. As no information is available with regard to the impeller efficiency, the peak stage efficiency at design has been used to calculate the polytropic exponent.
Alternatively, for a given throat area ratio A
n,  and we can calculate the tip-speed Mach number that would cause both components to choke at the same mass flow.
The tip-speed Mach number which leads to optimum matching in this sense is denoted in this paper as the nominal design Mach number of the stage, M u2d , and is used as a parameter to characterize the matching of the diffuser with the impeller in the performance prediction method described later in the paper. Stages with a large A * d /A * i area ratio are optimum at low tipspeeds and stages with a low throat area ratio are optimum at a high tip-speed. Thus two stages comprising a specific impeller and two different diffusers with a large and a small throat area ratio, as shown in figure 1, would be considered to have different nominal design Mach numbers for the two configurations in the sense of this paper, and the zone of peak efficiency is then close to this nominal design tip-speed Mach number for each case. The original impeller may well be designed for one of these speeds, but may be designed for a different tip-speed Mach number than this. The nominal design Mach number takes into account the use of the impeller with different vaned diffusers of different throat areas. Figure 3 shows that the area ratios predicted by equation 4 are typically within ±5% of the geometrical area ratios of the completed designs and often much better than this. Part of the scatter is due to the use of the stage rather than the impeller efficiency in the analysis and part is clearly due to the simple 1D nature of the theory, which neglects the hub to casing and blade to blade variation of the flow velocities. In some cases, however, the area ratio used in the design may not be the true optimum as the design philosophy may have been flawed or biased to give better high or low-speed performance. The largest discrepancy, at an area ratio close to 0.5, is for a case which is now known to be poorly matched at the design speed.
Equation 4 is clearly a useful way of estimating the required diffuser throat area during the preliminary design of a compressor. Subsequent detailed design with CFD and further optimisation with experiments using slightly different throat areas (say ±5% of that given by equation 4) may provide better matching between diffuser and the impeller but equation 4 provides an accurate preliminary estimate for the designer.
Discussion
The excellent agreement of the 1D theory with design data using a matching coefficient  of unity is rather unexpected given the widely held view that diffuser matching is one of the most difficult aspects of radial compressor design. Some comments on the possible reasons for this are given here. Firstly, inaccuracies might be expected because the method takes no account of the blockage of the boundary layers, but with accelerated flow at the blade inlet and low pressure recovery to the throat when close to choke the throat blockage may be expected to be small. The paper of Deniz et al. [2] also concludes that if the appropriate mass and momentum average is used then the blockage is smaller and less important than often considered. In addition if both components are operating close to choke then the throat blockage level in the impeller may be quite similar to the throat blockage in the diffuser such that the effective area ratio is unchanged.
Secondly, another source of error is that no allowance is made for the losses in the flow in the inlet region of either component as the gas dynamics equations used to estimate the choke mass flow are based on isentropic flow. Again we may presume that these effects are small or are similar in the inlet of the two components. Thirdly the use of the peak stage efficiency rather than the impeller efficiency at choke (which has been used out of convenience) may to a certain extent allow for the vaneless diffuser losses in the radial gap between the impeller and the diffuser. In fact Rodgers [13] provides an example (figure 13 of his paper) of a stage tested with different radial spacing between the impeller and diffuser. The impeller remains the same and the diffusers were adjusted to have the same throat area. The choke of the stage is the same in each case despite the change in vaneless space losses as the radial gap is varied, indicating that these losses cannot be hugely relevant.
Finally, it would appear that fine details of secondary effects such as the complex unsteady flow with circumferential and spanwise variation, the clearance flow in open impellers, possible leakage flow paths in the impeller back-plates or shrouds, and design features such as leading edge incidence, inducer shroud bleed and pre-throat curvature are not crucial in the selection of the design throat area. They are, of course, crucial in determining the loss mechanisms and operating range but much less important than selecting the right size of the hole between the diffuser vanes to pass the mass flow.
Design guideline
In a recent paper, Rusch and Casey [10] provided preliminary design guidelines for centrifugal compressor stages designed with high swallowing capacity which allow the optimum impeller inlet tip diameter and blade inlet angle for a given flow and pressure ratio to be determined. Equation 4 can be used to extend this design guideline to include the required throat area of the diffuser. Figure 4 shows an example of the variation of the diffuser to impeller throat area ratio presented in a similar way to the guidelines of Rusch and Casey, and based on similar approximations and correlations as given in the paper by Rusch and Casey for a stage with a work coefficient of 0.7 and an inlet hub blockage factor, k, of 0.9. The shading represents the expected efficiency level from the correlation, for details see Rusch and Casey. Lines of constant inlet eye diameter are also shown. Increases in the tip-speed Mach number cause a lower diffuser throat area to be required. Increases in the flow coefficient require a higher inlet eye diameter so that following equation 4, a larger diffuser throat area is required. With high flow coefficients and high tip-speed Mach numbers the efficiency drops and as the density at impeller outlet decreases a larger diffuser is needed. 
EFFECT OF MATCHING ON STAGE PERFORMANCE Experimental study
An experimental study of the effect of diffuser matching on the performance of high pressure ratio turbocharger stages has been undertaken. The availability of extensive experimental data on nearly thirty different configurations with different matching is related to the commercial need to examine performance of turbocharger stages with different trims and different diffuser throat areas to provide optimum configurations for matching with different diesel engines. A trim may be required to adapt the flow of a fully-developed compressor to a lower value, and a different diffuser throat area allows the stage to be adapted for higher and lower pressure ratios, as already shown in figure 1 .
The stages examined include typical modern back-swept stages with a variation of impeller type (blade number, backsweep, and inlet diameter ratio), compressor trim, diffuser type and diffuser throat area and most of these have already been included in figure 3 . The variation of diffuser throat area in these cases was achieved by changing the inlet vane angle but different stages used different diffuser inlet radius ratios and pinch. All have been tested in modern turbocharger test stands with excellent instrumentation and accuracy; see Policke [16] for details of similar test stands. The back-sweep of the six impellers varied from -20° to -35°, and each impeller was designed at a large inlet shroud diameter and then tested with two levels of trim with a lower inlet vane height. The total range of impeller inlet shroud diameter was from a maximum of 0.76 to a minimum of 0.56 of the impeller diameter. The hub diameter at the blade root was typically between 0.2 and 0.25 of the impeller diameter, which is typical of most single stage applications with overhung impellers. Each of these impellers was additionally tested with two different aerofoil diffusers with different throat areas, whereby different types of diffuser vanes were sometimes used for different impellers. The speed was varied over a range of tip-speed Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.7, and typically there were between 5 and 10 measurement points on each characteristic from surge to choke, with the larger number generally used for the stages with the diffuser optimally matched to the impeller at the design point. The surge line was measured separately.
Analysis of test data
This extensive data base of measurements of pressure ratio, isentropic efficiency and normalised volume flow has been examined as follows. Firstly the test data was converted into non-dimensional characteristics for each tip speed comprising values of the polytropic stage efficiency, the work coefficient and the inlet flow coefficient for each measured point in the map. From the non-dimensional characteristics the information needed to normalize the characteristics relative to the data at the peak efficiency point for each speed line was established; giving values of the flow and work coefficients at peak efficiency,  p and  p , and the values of the peak efficiency,  p , for each of the speeds. This was done separately for each case of the nearly 30 configurations at typically 7 different speeds giving roughly 200 values of work coefficient, flow coefficient and efficiency at the best efficiency point.
This analysis was done by hand and eye as automatic curve fitting of the data was not particularly successful. The efficiency curves are very flat near the peak efficiency point so this value is determined easily, but the small number of test points along each characteristic combined with the experimental error does not accurately define the flow coefficient at the peak efficiency point, so that some engineering judgement was needed for this. The test data towards choke usually do not have sufficiently low pressure ratios that the maximum flow at choke is achieved, especially on the low Mach number speed-lines. These issues were tackled by using the equations given by Casey and Robinson [11] and with coefficients adapted to model each characteristic individually to help with the determination of suitable values. The equations make use of the nominal design Mach number, M u2d , which was taken as that giving optimal matching between the impeller and diffuser as determined by equation 4 for the stage concerned. At this Mach number the peak efficiency, the flow coefficient and the work coefficient were determined from the test data as design values for the map prediction method described later.
Following this, the variations of the coefficients across all speeds and for all configurations were compared and minor adjustments were made to ensure that logical and systematic trends with tip-speed Mach number and with diffuser throat area were obtained. These minor changes did not lead to any worse agreement with the test data but ensured that the trends from speed-line to speed-line and from configuration to configuration were smoother. The data obtained to normalise the efficiency and the flow coefficient at different speeds was then extrapolated to a Mach number of zero, for incompressible flow, and these values were also used to normalise other parameters, as shown below. Finally additional cases were examined to confirm that the coefficients and trends observed were also generally valid for other cases not included in the database used to determine them.
An example of the variation of the normalized efficiency against the normalized flow coefficient for different speeds is shown in figure 5 . The lines shown in this figure are taken from the analytic equations described by Casey and Robinson [11] , and their coefficients have been derived as mean values from the database, whereby the test data for this case was not included in this calibration process. 
Explanation of the matching trends shown in the test data
Let us assume that a design is carried out for a low tipspeed Mach number. At this low speed the impeller and diffuser design will be adapted to give peak efficiency near to the design speed, and in particular the area of the diffuser throat will be slightly less than the throat area of the impeller, as required by equation 4 and shown in figure 2. An increase in the tip-speed Mach number above the design Mach number then causes the diffuser to become rapidly too large (as the specific outlet volume from the impeller drops with higher speed and higher pressure ratio) and the diffuser is then less well-matched to the impeller. This will naturally lead to poor matching and a fall in efficiency as the Mach number is increased.
If, however, the design is carried out for a higher tip-speed Mach number then this will lead to a smaller diffuser matched at the higher speed. In this case the zone of peak efficiency will be closer to the higher design speed. The efficiency will also fall at higher speeds but now the efficiency will also fall strongly as the speed decreases when the impeller and diffuser become less well-matched, as already shown in figure 1. Thus the variation of efficiency with tip-speed Mach number will be different for both cases, and is not just a function of the tipspeed Mach number itself but also a function of the nominal design Mach number, M u2d , due to the effect of different diffuser throat areas on the matching. This trend on the efficiency variation with speed can be identified from the test data and is presented in figure 6 . CFD simulations of representative stages, which are not included in this paper, were also carried out using commercial software with RANS and a mixing plane approach over a range of speeds and confirmed the trends seen in the test data, including the fall in efficiency at high Mach numbers.
Fig. 6 Normalized efficiency p / p0 for a range of speeds, including test data and predictions
The data in figure 6 represent the variation of peak efficiency with tip-speed Mach number, relative to the efficiency expected for an incompressible flow, where  p0 is the efficiency that would be expected at a tip-speed Mach number of zero and is a convenient reference for comparison of the cases that can be extrapolated from the test data. The test data is grouped into symbols representing different bands of the nominal design Mach number for each case. The lines shown are analytic approximations of this trend. As the effect of Mach number is small at low Mach numbers we expect the lines to be horizontal at M u2 = 0. Note that the peak efficiency at a high nominal design Mach number is not necessarily higher than that at lower design speeds, as each curve has its own value of  p0 .
Depending on the matching with the diffuser, and its effect on the nominal design Mach number of the stage as given in equation 4, the peak efficiency occurs at a different Mach number for the different cases. All cases show a similar trend of an efficiency increase up to near the design tip-speed Mach number which has optimal matching between the impeller and the diffuser. This is followed by a fall in efficiency above this tip-speed related to inlet shock losses. As can be seen in figure  6 the magnitude of the change in efficiency is larger for a case designed for a high nominal design Mach number than for a case with a low nominal design Mach number. 
speeds, including predictions and test data
A similar effect of the impeller-diffuser matching will also occur with the flow shift (the shift in the location of the flow coefficient at peak efficiency,  p , at different speeds). A convenient reference for comparison of the cases is  p0 , which is the flow coefficient that would be expected at the peak efficiency point when operating at a tip-speed Mach number of zero. Again this can be quantified from the test data. If the diffuser is matched at a high M u2d value and hence has a small diffuser impeller throat area ratio it acts as a choked nozzle at low speeds and causes a very large reduction in the flow coefficient. This can lead to flow coefficients of only 50% of the design values at high design speeds, see figure 7 and other examples in Tamaki [9] . There is a consequent drop in efficiency as the impeller is forced to operate at high incidence at lower tip-speeds. The test data for the flow shift is given in figure 7 and identifies a clear dependence on the nominal design tip-speed Mach number, where again the lines represent analytic approximations to these trends. Figures 6 and 7 identify clearly that the off-design matching problem between the impeller and diffuser increases with the design speed.
At high Mach numbers above the nominal design Mach number the flow shift ratio  p / p0 , reduces as the tip-speed increases. The drop in the flow coefficient included in these analytic curves for tip-speed Mach numbers higher than the design value takes into account the fact that as choke is approached there are shock losses in the inlet which affect the total pressure at the throat causing a reduction in the mass flow below that expected in an isentropic flow. The trend of a reduction in the flow shift at very high tip-speed Mach numbers was also confirmed by CFD calculations on representative configurations at higher tip-speed Mach numbers.
A MAP PREDICTION METHOD FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF VANED DIFFUSER STAGES Summary of the method
The map prediction method of Casey and Robinson [11] provides a useful way to predict performance maps of compressor stages at an early stage during the preliminary design. It is based on a careful non-dimensional analysis of accurate experimental stage performance data obtained for representative configurations so that the trends for the whole map can then be generated from the design point conditions alone. The original paper demonstrated its effectiveness for map prediction of turbocharger stages with lower pressure ratio (2 to 3) with vaneless diffusers and in this section its extension to predict maps for higher pressure ratio configurations (3 to 7) with matched and mismatched vaned diffusers is given.
An important feature of the method is that the map is predicted with little to no knowledge of the stage geometry using only aerodynamic data at the design point, so it can be used during the preliminary design process to estimate the likely map that can be achieved. The method calculates the values of two dependent variables (the polytropic efficiency and work coefficient) for specific values of the independent variables (the flow coefficient and tip-speed Mach number):
All other thermodynamic performance information can then be calculated from these variables, such as isentropic efficiency, pressure ratio, volume flow, and mass flow, using the thermodynamic relationships given as equation 2 by Casey and Robinson [11] . Speed lines are generated for specific values of the tip-speed Mach number by varying the flow coefficient and the full map comprises an array of speed-lines with different tip-speed Mach numbers. The analytic equations describing the functional dependency of these variables include several nondimensional parameters, many variable coefficients and some fixed constants, and are described in detail in the paper of Casey and Robinson [11] , and follow earlier work by Swain [18] in this area. The same equations are used here, so are not repeated, but the coefficients are adapted to account for the matching of the impeller and the vaned diffuser based on the analysis of the test data described earlier.
The method requires the specification of four key nondimensional parameters of the stage at its design point: The last three values listed above may be easily determined from the design specification, and the efficiency may be based on experience or on correlations, such as those given in [10] . In the analysis of measured characteristics the design operating point is taken as that at the peak efficiency point of the speed line with a tip-speed Mach number of Mu 2d , as determined from the area ratios using equation 4, and not as the peak efficiency point in the map. Note that only the stage design point efficiency is needed so the correlations are not used to predict the performance away from the design point. The variation with flow and speed away from this single point are calculated by the prediction method using analytical equations with coefficients based on test data from similar types of stages at similar Mach number levels. The strength of the method is that the coefficients and equations have been chosen to match historically achieved performance on a range of similar stages measured in suitable test stands. The method does not need the performance information of the separate components which is generally not available in industrial style test stands or if it is, it is expensive to obtain for a wide range of stages. Dalbert et al. [17] , and Tamaki et al. [9] give examples of this type of test and Swain [18] provides a performance prediction method on this basis.
This technique is believed to be more reliable than one in which correlations are used to calculate the variation of efficiency with flow and speed. The reason for this is that the performance is anchored to the non-dimensional design values as specified by the user, such that the method only has to predict deviations in flow coefficient, efficiency and work coefficient away from the design values as the speed and flow change. Clearly it is still necessary for the designer to carry out a careful design to achieve the design values, but the evidence shows that the shape of the map is not largely dependent on this process but is more affected by the matching of the components.
Coefficients for efficiency and flow variation
A new design with a certain tip speed Mach number will require a matched diffuser and equation 4 allows the optimal diffuser to be determined for this configuration. In this way the nominal design Mach number, M u2d , can be used as a measure of the matching of the diffuser to the impeller. The method
needs no additional geometrical information for the diffuser as the nominal design Mach number takes on the role of accounting for the change in matching with speed. In the analysis of an existing stage the nominal design Mach number can be determined from the throat area ratio of this case. This Mach number represents a geometrical feature of the stage being analyzed -namely the tip-speed where the impeller and the diffuser throat areas are matched to choke at the same flow.
The original versions of the Casey and Robinson [11] prediction method, up to the submission of the original paper, did not include any feature that allowed the coefficients in the equations to be related to the design Mach number of the stage. It was recognized very early in the development of the method that different styles of design (such as vaned or vaneless diffusers, and process or turbocharger impellers with different design Mach numbers and blade orientation and thickness) required different coefficients in the equations but the actual design Mach number of the stage within these different types was initially not taken into account. The assumption of the original method was that the stage with the very best peak efficiency and optimal matching was the one that was of most interest and the coefficients were adjusted to match these characteristics. Stages with a poor matching between the impeller and the diffuser, such that the best efficiency was lower, were ignored in this process. During the more recent development of the method on the basis of the additional data described in this paper and from other sources, a simple way to modify the coefficients has now been found to allow for the effect of any mismatching of the impeller with the diffuser.
The coefficients of the original paper need to be modified to take this matching effect into account, and this can be done most simply by arranging that some of the coefficients for the flow coefficient and efficiency are not only a function of the actual tip-speed operating Mach number but also a function of the nominal design Mach number, as shown in figures 6 and 7.
The peak efficiency variations with the Mach number achieved for a specific value of the design Mach number are shown in figure 6 , where it can be seen that the efficiency remains constant at very low speeds, increases towards the design Mach number but then decreases again at higher Mach numbers. In the method the design point efficiency is specified at a certain design Mach number and so the equations are first used to calculate the efficiency ratio at zero Mach number, so that the efficiency  p0 at M u2 = 0 is known. A similar process is used for the flow coefficient as shown in figure 7 . Note that several other coefficients in the original method which had constant values are now also a function of the Mach number, and these have been adjusted to match the shape of the maps of the representative configurations described previously.
Prediction of work coefficient at high flows
A feature of the original Casey and Robinson method which was not entirely satisfactory for choked flows was the prediction of the work coefficient at high flows and high tipspeed Mach numbers. Measurements of stages with vaneless diffusers or stages with a vaned diffuser that is too large for the stage concerned show that in these cases as choke is approached the work coefficient drops sharply when the impeller chokes. This becomes very important with vaned diffusers as the pressure ratio characteristic of the stage becomes steeper at speeds above the nominal design Mach number, when the impeller chokes, compared to that at lower speeds, where the diffuser chokes. In stages with a small vaned diffuser and a high nominal design Mach number this does not occur as the diffuser limits the flow before the impeller chokes. Two examples from the test data described earlier are given in figure 8 for a case where the diffuser causes choke (small area ratio) and for a case where the impeller causes choke at high speeds (large area ratio). Note that there is a small change in the work of the impeller when the diffuser throat area is changed, which is consistent with the work of Shum et al. [3] and is related to unsteady interactions between the impeller flow and the diffuser.
The small diffuser throat area avoids choking in the impeller until a high tip-speed Mach number is reached. The impeller choking behaviour is described in detail by Casey and Schlegel [14] in their method to extrapolate test characteristics to low pressure ratios at high flows, where a method of including this effect is developed and explained. In the original Casey-Robinson map prediction method this effect was not included; this has now been included and compared with several alternatives, the most successful of which is described here. Note that the impeller outlet angle is negative and from the radial direction for a backswept impeller with the notation used here. For a constant value of the slip factor the Euler work input coefficient can be expected to decrease linearly with the impeller outlet flow coefficient and measurements given in figure 11 of the paper by Dalbert et al. [17] confirm that this is the case over a range of speeds for a radial impeller with several different diffuser configurations. The design value of the work coefficient includes not only the Euler work but also the disc friction work, as follows:
where PIF is known as the power input factor, k df is a disc friction coefficient and its value can typically be taken as 0.003 to 0.004 or calculated from the design value of the disc friction power using correlations such as those from Daily and Nece [19] . This effect causes a small rise in the work coefficient as the flow is reduced, see figure 8 , and this becomes large at low flow coefficients where the parasitic losses are more important.
The local outlet flow coefficient can be determined from the inlet flow coefficient and the density ratio as follows:
It is this equation which causes the sharp drop in the work coefficient as the flow increases at high speeds. At low speeds the density ratio remains nearly constant with flow, so the outlet flow coefficient varies linearly with the inlet flow coefficient. On the high speed speedlines the efficiency of the impeller decreases rapidly as choke is approached and the outlet to inlet density ratio falls rapidly so that the outlet flow coefficient increases more rapidly than the inlet flow coefficient. At very high flow the stage then chokes completely so the outlet flow coefficient continues to increase even though the inlet flow coefficient remains constant, as in a choked nozzle. This feature was used by Casey and Schlegel [13] in their extrapolation method to high flows for vaneless stages, and further details can be found there.
If we consider the total to static compression in the impeller as a polytropic process with a kinematic degree of reaction of r k , see appendix of Casey and Schlegel [13] , and a polytropic exponent of n, then the static to total density ratio from inlet to outlet can be included and the local outlet flow coefficient can be expressed in terms of the inlet volume flow coefficient, so that we have It is the rapid change in the polytropic exponent n as choke is approached that causes the drop in the work coefficient. The use of this equation in the original method is described by Casey and Robinson [11] . A major approximation made in this publication was that the value of n and  were taken as the values at the peak efficiency point and r k was considered constant, at about 0.6, along each speed line. The effect of the variation of speed on the density ratio was included but the change in reaction and polytropic exponent as the impeller choked were not taken into account.
In the further development of the method described here equation 9 is used with the actual value of the work coefficient and the degree of reaction at all points along the characteristic. The procedure for this is based on a simple expression for the degree of reaction which is derived in the appendix of Casey and Schlegel leading to the degree of reaction as At the design point, the work coefficient, the back-sweep of the impeller and the slip factor are specified and from these the outlet flow coefficient that is consistent with these can be calculated as Note that the backsweep angle has no effect on the work input directly as this is specified at the design point separately; it simply causes the correct change in the slope of the work coefficient away from the peak efficiency point, see equation 6. The design point degree of reaction can be determined from equation 10 and the associated value of b 2 /D 2 at the design point can be obtained from equation 9. At other points along the characteristic the backsweep and the slip velocity are held constant so that equation 9 is used to calculate the outlet flow coefficient. This requires the values the work coefficient from equations 6 and 7, and the degree of reaction from equation 10. Note that the work coefficient and the degree of reaction are involved in the determination of the exit flow coefficient in equation 9 so that a small iteration is needed.
The impeller total to static polytropic exponent is also needed in equation 9 and as a simple expedient to allow the map to be calculated it is useful to assume that the impeller total to static polytropic exponent may be calculated with the stage efficiency. This approach is adequate for cases where the impeller determines the choke flow as in this case the change in the assumed impeller polytropic exponent correctly causes the work coefficient to reduce at high flows. But in stages with vaned diffusers where the diffuser causes choke the impeller efficiency actually remains high while the stage efficiency falls. So assuming that the impeller efficiency is the same as the stage efficiency is not correct as a means of calculating the polytropic exponent when the diffuser chokes. On the speed lines below the nominal design tip-speed Mach number the diffuser will choke before the impeller and on the speed line at the nominal design tip-speed Mach number, and on those above
Euler this, the impeller will determine choke. A simple way to deal with this has been adopted in that on the speed lines below the nominal design tip speed Mach number where the diffuser chokes the impeller efficiency is not assumed to be the same as the stage efficiency for all points. For flows below the peak efficiency point the stage efficiency is used and for flows above the peak efficiency point the efficiency is taken as constant at the values at the peak efficiency point.
EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this calculation procedure for a change in the matching of a vaned diffuser an example has been chosen of a stage with the same impeller but tested with two diffusers of different area ratios giving two different values of the nominal design Mach number. Apart from the coefficients in the equations, the only information provided to the method is the design point information located at the large white circle in the figures below, and all other performance curves are a result of the equations. No information about the geometry is supplied other than the impeller diameter, the impeller backsweep angle, and the ratio of diffuser to impeller throat area, which is encapsulated in the value of the nominal design Mach number through equation 4.
Performance maps predicted by this method compared to test data for the same impeller tested with two diffusers of different area ratios are given in figures 9 and 10. To aid comparison the same reference values are used for both stages, which are the design conditions of the stage with a small area ratio in figures 9 and 11. It can be seen that the prediction for the larger diffuser in figure 10 automatically moves the zone of high efficiency to a lower speed line at a lower pressure ratio than that shown in figure 9 . Note also that the pressure ratio curves at high speed in the case with a large diffuser (figure 10) are steeper than those for the small diffuser, which is related to choking of the impeller as explained below. The prediction of the efficiency, as shown in the contour lines in figures 9 and 10, matches the measured efficiencies well, but is not shown here. The good agreement in both cases indicates the crucial importance of the matching of the impeller with the diffuser in determining the performance map. The largest weakness is the prediction of surge as this clearly depends on aspects of the detailed geometry not included in the map prediction method (details of the surge estimation method are not given here but can be found in Casey and Robinson [11] ). Note that the nominal design point is not coincident with the peak efficiency point in these maps, as explained above
The predicted impeller work coefficients compared with test data for the same cases are shown in figures 11 and 12. These demonstrate the effectiveness and importance of the new procedure to predict the work coefficient. The work coefficient versus flow coefficient is linear at low flow coefficients for a given low speed Mach number, following equation 6. The work coefficient increases for constant flow coefficient as the tipspeed Mach number increases due to the density change across the impeller, leading to a lower outlet flow coefficient. In addition there is also a flow shift related to figure 7 so that the peak efficiency occurs at a higher flow coefficient on the higher speeds lines. The combined trend is that the work coefficient remains roughly constant at the peak efficiency point on all the speed lines, as shown in figures 11 and 12. In the case with a small diffuser area ratio ( figure 11 ) the diffuser causes choke and the impeller can then not reach choke at a higher flow and does not choke until the nominal design Mach number is reached at the highest test speed. In the case with a large diffuser (figure 12), where the impeller causes choke at a lower speed, the work falls rapidly at high flow on the speed-lines at high tip-speed Mach number. The fact that the impeller moves into choke also leads to choke in the diffuser as the total pressure at diffuser inlet drops. As a consequence the high speed characteristics in figure 10 are much steeper than those in figure 9 , due the drop in work in the impeller and both components going into choke. Although the values of the work coefficient are not predicted exactly the trends follow the test data closely. It is noticeable that the work coefficient for the stage with a large area ratio in figure 12 agrees better with the test data than that in figure 11 ; where the low speed curves have to be extrapolated further from the nominal design point at very high speed. The discrepancy in the work coefficient causes the pressure ratio to be under predicted at high speeds, but it is still well predicted at low speeds. The explanation of this is that at low speeds, say a tip-speed Mach number of M u2 = 0.6, a 10% error in the work causes a 10% error in the pressure rise, but only a 2% error in the pressure ratio, see chapter 1 of Cumpsty [8] .
An overview of these insights which have been obtained into the effect of the matching of the diffuser with the impeller on the stage performance is sketched in figure 13 . 
OUTLOOK
The method described here has already been successfully applied to predict the performance maps of industrial style vaned diffuser stages with lower pressure ratios and to account for real gases in a multistage process compressor environment. Further developments of this technique are under consideration. The first is to extend the database to include stages designed at an even higher pressure ratio to determine whether the same prediction method accurately predicts characteristics with pressure ratios of 8 to 12. The second is to include variation of the slip factor with flow as this is likely to provide even more accurate agreement with the test data. The third aspect is to make further use of CFD simulations to provide more justification and insight into the coefficients in the method, and work is continuing on this for a further publication.
